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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews minimal cut-set theory and
Illustrates Its application with an example. The
minimal cut-set approach uses disjunctive normal
form In Boolean algebra ami various Boolean opera-
tors to simplify very complicated tree structures
composed of AND/OR gates. The simplification pro-
cess Is automated and performed off-line using
existing computer codes to Implement the Boolean
reduction on the finite, but large tree structure.
With this approach, on-line expert diagnostic
systems whose response time Is critical,-could
determine directly whether a goal 1s achievable by
comparing the actual system state to a concisely
Stored set of preprocessed critical state elements.

I. INTRODUCTION

For several years now, the scientific com-
munity has employed probabilistic risk assessment
(see, e.g., Ref. 1) 1n an attempt to quantify the
likelihood of occurrence and the consequence of
various plausible accident-related scenarios. One
formalism adopted 1n the Implementation of proba-
bilistic risk assessment is that of the theory of
minimal cut sets.' The purpose of this paper 1s
to explore applications of the minimal cut-set
approach to artificial Intelligence problems; we
consider^expert diagnostic systems and planning
systems.'

Section II briefly reviews several of the
expert diagnostic systems recently completed or
under active development. Many of these systems
depend upon tree searching for diagnosis, wherein
the search 1s facilitated through either hierar-
chical partition and/or optimal path selection
using algorithms such as A . 3 Section III dis-
cusses the motivation behind the minimal cut-set
methodology and illustrates the procedure with a
sample problem. Section IV considers the exten-
sion of. cut sets to problems 1n planning and
problem solving. Finally, Section V summarizes
the conclusions drawn from this study.

The approach suggested 1n this paper Is
appropriate only for the important class of real
world situations which can be adequately repre-
sented using complex, but finite (albeit large)
logical tree structures (e.g., risk assessments,
circuit diagnosis). The major savings would be
for systems which must respond rapidly to requests
for Information or procedures (i.e., tree search
must be minimized). The savings comes from the
explicit off-line preprocessing of large, finite
trees using existing computer codes. The prepro-
cessed results Include a concise set of critical
state elements (I.e., cut sets) which are re-
trieved rapidly (via lookup table) on-line by com-
parison of system state components to cut-set
elements.

II.
CURRENT METHODOLOGY
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There 1s much current activity and an emerg-
ing literature 1n the area of expert-diagnostic
systems to facilitate trouble shooting of electro-
nic equipment. Many of the current procedures are
based upon tree search of one type or another.
Vesonder et al.,* have reported on the ACE system
being developed to provide timely and accurate
selection of geographical areas whose cable lines
may require rehabilitation. Some' of the system
design decisions follow the earlier work of
McDermott.5 Basically, ACE uses exhaustive search
relying on domain knowledge for significant
pruning of the space of possible conclusions. A
similar problem was discussed by Bennett and
Hollander6 who describe an automated consultant
that advised field service personnel on the
diagnosis of faults occurring In computer instal-
lations. Search allows useful inferences to be
drawn during the consultation.

Williams et al.,7 extend the conventional
search approach in their system which addresses
fault Isolation In a geographically distributed
communications network. Available diagnostic tests
Impose a refinement hierarchy on the space of hy-
potheses, enabling exploitation of hierarchical
search. Cantone et al.,8 extend further the search
procedure for their electronics troubleshooting di-
agnostic system by using and extending game tree
search techniques. Cantone et al., use the cost of
each test, the conditional probability of test out-
come, and the estimated proximity to solution as
parameters which direct the search and are modified
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on-line as.oew Information 1s acquired. Davis"
and Nelson10 explore the Interaction of simulation
and 1nferencet looking for differences between then
as starting points for further Investigation.

The one common denominator behind much of
this existing work 1s the concept of tree search. '
facilitated through either hierarchical partition
and/or optimal path selection* In the next sec-
tion, we discuss a method which, 1f given a finite
(albeit large) logical tree comprised of

- a top event of Interest,
- logic gates (AND/OR) as a physical

descriptive model, and
- Independent Initiating events,

attempts to preprocess this Information Into a
much-reduced equivalent tree. This new tree eli-
minates the need for a substantial part of the on-
line search time required to solve diagnostic
problems, while greatly Improving physical under-
standing. ,

III. MINIMAL CUT-SET APPROACH

A. Motivation

As will be Illustrated In more detail below,
the minimal cut-set approach2 1s Intended to sim-
plify a complicated tree structure with numerous
"AND"- and "Oft"- gates through tht use of Boolean
algebra. The motivation Is to achieve Improved
clarity for complex real-world problems (logic
tree structures for a nuclear reactor accident
description could be tens to hundreds of pages),
to rank essential contributors (or sequences) to
system failure, and to quantitatively assess the
likelihood of the top event occurrence.

The minimal cut-set approach has close rela-
tionship to branch and bound techniques and the
dynamic programming principle which seek to dis-
card redundant paths to Improve efficiency.11
However, the latter techniques were Intended to
apply during tree search. We envision the logic
(fault) trees being drawn by scientists/engineers
(perhaps teams of these Independently constructing
subsystems) with expertise In the physical domain
of Interest, and not necessarily by numerical ana-
lysts whose concern 1s 1n efficient tree represen-
tation. The resulting logic tree may be Immense
(but finite), contain much redundancy, and obscure
through complexity much of the Interesting Infor-
mation. Rather than continued on-line search
through such a large tree, off-line preprocessed
automated construction of a simplified represen-
tation would be helpful to reduce the time re-
quired to Identify whether Interesting states of
the world (unusual faults, desired goals) can be
acM;ve'd from other (previous) world states, and
what are the key state elements which govern this
decision.

B. Procedure

A fault tree Is a logic diagram depicting
certain events (Initiating events) and the con-
sequences of their occurrence. Such a tree repre-
sents graphically a set of Boolean equations which

can be analyzed using Boolean.algebra. We use
these algebraic rules to deduce minimal cut stts
which art the smallest combination of component
failures which cause tht top tvent to occur.
These cut sett art entirely equivalent to repre-
senting tht original logic tret 1n normal disjunc-
tive form. Tht collection of single-component,
minimal cut stts represent thos* single failures
which will caust the top tvent to occur. Two-
component minimal cut sets represent tht double
failures which together will cause the top event
to occur. For an n-component minimal cut set, all
n components In the cut set must fall 1n order for
the top tvent to occur.

We describe the process of cut-set determina-
tion through an Illustrative example. Consider
the fault tree In Fig. 1. T e represents the top
event of Interest, A through D represent
potential Initiating events, and rectangles Ri
through R; represent Intermediate states. The
AND/OR logic Is labelled with being AND,
being OR. Such trees are constructed by domain
engineers following the physics (e.g., wiring
diagrams) of the given problem. The equivalent
Boolean equations for this simple example are:
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Fig. 1. An Illustrative Fault Tree
Simulating the Domain Physics

An Oft gate Is equivalent to the Boolean sym-
bol "+", (I.e., for Ri - A + R2 either of the
events A or R2 or both must occur In order for Rx
to occur). The AND gate 1s equivalent to the
Boolean symbol "•", (I.e., for T e » Rj • R4 both
Rl and R4 must occur If Te Is to occur).



Performing top down substitution using the
laws of absorption ((X + X • Y - X),
(X • (X + Y) • X)j and the Idempotent laws
((X • X - X). (X + X « X)} we find:

(7)

This can be represented 1n the much simpler dia-
gram of Fig. 2.

F1g. 2. Boolean Equivalent of Fig. 1

Note that event A does not appear In F1g. 2, so
It's success or failure 1s Irrelevant to the
occurrence of the top event Te. In this simpli-
fied problem,, we find a single thrte-component cut
set B • C • D, all of which must occur for T, to
occur. In other problems we mty find several cut
sets about which we can focus our attention or
direct further tests. (See Section IV.) Overall
however, a significant reduction 1n complexity Is
seen even further when one considers more realis-
tic cases of highly complicated and redundant trees.

Although the solution to this simplified
problem may have been seen without this method,
system failure models for more complicated struc-
tures will be difficult to arrive at by Inspection
and quite time consuming to determine by search.
The minimal cut-set computation provides an ana-
lyst with a thorough and systematic method for
Identifying the basic combinations of component
failures which can cause undesired events.2 For
small fault trees, the determination of minimal
cut sets-can be done by hand. For larger trees,
various computer algorithms and codes for fault-
tree evaluation are available.12"14

With a set of minimal cut sets, and their
associated probabilities for Initiation obtained
In an automated off-line procedure, It Is clear
that for rapid on-Hne analysis:

(1) The description of the fault causes can be
clearly presented.

(2) The probability of the top event can be
easily computed, given the probability of the
Initiating events.

(3) The contributor sequences to the top-event
fault can be quantified and ranked.

IV. THE CONCEPT OF MINIMAL CUT SETS APPLIED
TO Uff

A. General Method

In this section we Illustrate, with a simple
example, how the concept of minimal cut sets might

be used by a planner, or a problem solver.
We assume that a World Model (WM) can be

represented as a set of N clauses which can assume
the value T (true or 1) or F (false or 0). These
clauses are the assertions of facts that are known
to the planner to be true or false. We define a
state of the WM to be a particular Instantiation
of the values of each of the N clauses. Hence,
the state space of the WM 1s the set of 2" points
on the unit hvpercube in N-d1mens1onal binary
space. All 2" points In the WM may not be physi-
cally or logically realizable states of the WM;
restrictions may be Introduced of the form Ci • Cj
• 0 (clauses Cf and Cj are Incompatible, or have
an empty Intersection) or z C-j - 1 (one and only

one of the clauses Ci with 1el must be true).
Each of the above relations between clauses defi-
nes a subspace on the unit hypercube which Is
"forbidden" to physically meaningful states of the
WM.

In addition to the World Model the Planner
employs a set of production rules. These produc-
tion rules are mappings from the state space onto
Itself; the rule operates on one state of the WM
to produce a new state. As Is often done, we
assume the production rules to comprise three
lists; a precondition list defines the domain of
the rule, an add list specifies the clauses that
are made true by the application of the rule, a
delete 11st specifies the clauses that are made
false.15"16 If the precondition 11st of a rule
specifies the truth value of m clauses, this defi-
nes a subspace of dimension N-m as the domain of
the rule.

For a given set of goal states, a "fully
developed AND/OR search tree" may be constructed
by the algorithmic procedure described on Fig. 3,
for the simple case where the delete lists are
empty. By construction, the tree specifies all

(1) Label the root of the tree Te and place the
clause representing the goal states under it.

(2) If the following 3 conditions are satisfied
By a clause C|:

(a) Ci 1s at the end of a branch of the tree
(b) Ci Is In the "Add-Hst" of a rule Rj
(c) There 1s no node labelled Rj between T e

and Ci

Then replace the "leaf" Ci by a two-branch, OR-node
labelled Rj with one branch terminating with the
leaf Ci and the other branch pointing to an
AND-node, labelled Sj with branches pointing to
all the clauses In the "precondition list" of the
rule Rj. Then go to (2).

Else terminate.

Fig. 3. Rule for the Construction of a Fully •
Developed Search Tree, Special Case where Delete -
Lists are Empty.

the combinations of true clauses from which the
goal states may be reached. Such £ tree Is analo-
gous to a fault tree specifying all the com-
binations of initiating events that can cause the



top event. The Boolean equations represented by
the tree m y be reduced to a set of mini M l cut
sets using top-down substitution and elimination
through the rules of Boolean algebra. (If there
are compatibility relations among the clauses of
the WM specifying forbidden regions In state
space, the minimal cut sets may be further
reduced.)

As an Illustration, Table 1 specifies six
production rules and two compatibility relations
for a World Model consisting of the conjunction of
10 clauses, C<|, 1 • 0, ...9. For purposes of

Table 1. Production Rules and Compatibility
Relations Corresponding to the Tree of Fig. 4

Rule Name

Rl*

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

Compatibility
Goal states:

Preconditions

C6 • C8 <

C 4 • C7

C3 • C5 <

C4

C2

Cl

relations:
States for

• c 9

• c7

C3 •
which

C4
Co

Add List

Co

C6

C8

C5

C4

C3

« 0 Cg + C7 -1
1s true..

*Read 1f clauses C$, Cs and Cg are true then rule
Rl can be applied and clause Co becomes true.

Illustration we consider here the simpler case
where the rule delete 11st Is empty. For the set
of goal states specified by the clause Co being
true, Fig. 4 shows the "fully developed AND/OR
search tree" and F1g. 5 presents the corresponding

Fully developed search tree for goal
states Co.

Fig. 5. AND/OR tree equivalent to the fully
developed search tree of Fig. 4.

reduced tree and shows the seven minimal cut sets.
[Note that 1n conformity vrftfi standard useage, we
have used slightly different notation for fault
trees (F1gs. 1 ind 2) and search trees (Figs. 4
and 5).]

Geometrically, a minimal cut set consisting
of m clauses defines an N-m subspace. In the N
dimensional space of the WM, from which some goal
state c&n be reached by the production rules. Tht
union of all minimal cut sets defines the regions
of state-space from which a goal state can be
reached.

B. Possible Application

A World Model consisting of a large number of
clauses and with many production rules can be
"preprocessed" to obtain the minimal cut sets
corresponding to several goal states of Interest,
these minimal cut sets can then be stored -in tabu-
lar form. A planner can then Immediately deter-
mine 1f a given goal state can be reached from the
present state of the MM. Note that preserving the
cut sets corresponding to a given goal Is not the
same as explicitly preserving all possible states
of the world. For a complex model of a real-world
application described using a finite tree, the - '
cut-set formulation 1s a concise representation of
storing only Independent sets of critical state -
components 'essential to achieve the goal of
Interest. For storage economy the entire search-
tree has not been preserved, but by Inspection of ;
the minimal cut sets the planner can determine at I
once 1f the HM 1s 1n a state from which perser-
verance In the search will be rewarded,, or, 1f the
WM 1s 1n a state from which perserverance will
only lead to frustration.

When planning In a hierarchy of abstraction
spaces,16 the minimal cut sets on a high level of
abstraction can be used to assign criticalIty
values to the Important clauses for further
exploration In lower hierarchical spaces.

Finally, the total amount of Initial pro- -•;
cessing has not been reduced; the large tree 1s
processed in the determination of the cut sets. ~!
The 'essential feature 1s that the bulk processing j
Is done off-line, reducing greatly the on-line '



computation by simplifying complex trees to
single-level combination of events 1n disjunctive
normal form.

v. CONCLUSION

the Ideas outlined 1n this paper support the
possibility of utilizing a methodology developed
for the analysis of fault trees 1n risk analysis,
to other areas of Interest 1n AI. After a presen-
tation of the concept of minimal cut sets, the
paper sketches possible application 1n the fields
of Expert Systems, Problem Solving and Automatic
Planning. Some simple Illustrations are given.

A complete and rigorous review, of all the
possible applications of the concept of minimal
cut sets to the many areas of Interest to AI
workers 1s beyond the scope of the present discus-
sion, but 1t Is felt by the authors that further
-exploration of the Ideas sketched here may be of
significant value.
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